Dragon books!

*Picture Books*

Sir Scallywag and the deadly Dragon Poo by Giles Andreae and Korky Paul

Small Knight and George by Ronda Armitage and Arthur Robins

Zog by Julia Donaldson

The Clockwork Dragon by Jonathan Emmett and Elys Dolan

The Snow Dragon by Vivian French and Chris Fisher

The Trouble with Dragons by Debi Gori

Dragon loves Penguin by Debi Giori

Dragon’s Extraordinary Egg by Debi Giori

Doughnuts for a Dragon by Adam and Charlotte Guillain

How to catch a Dragon by Caryl Hart and Ed Eaves

The Dragon of Brog by Jean Hood and Peter Kavanagh

Guess What I Found in Dragon Wood by Timothy Knapman and Gwen Milward

There’s no such thing as a dragon by Jack Kent

Princess Daisy and the Dragon and the Nincompoop Knights by Steven Lenton

The Lion in the Meadow by Margaret Mahy

When Dragons are Dreaming by James Mayhew

The Kiss that Missed by David Melling

The Crocodile Who Didn’t Like Water by Gemma Merino

Mimi and the Mountain Dragon by Michael Morpurgo and Helen Stephens

Tell Me a Dragon by Jackie Morris

The Knight and the Dragon by Tomie Paola

Ivor the engine and The Dragon by Oliver Postgate and Peter Firmin

The Saga of Noggin the Nog - The Ice Dragon by Oliver Postgate and Peter Firmin
The Great Dragon Rescue by M.P. Robertson
Dragon Stew by Steve Smallman and Lee Wildish
Sir Charlie Stinky Socks and the Really Big Adventure by Kristina Stephenson
Dear Dragon by An Vrombaut
George and the Dragon by Christopher Wormell
George, the Dragon and the Princess by Christopher Wormell
That’s Not my Dragon by Fiona Watt and Rachel Wells
Dragon Soup by Arlene Williams

**Story Collections**

Stories from Wales, Oxford Children’s Myths and Legends by Gwyn Jones
Tales from China, Oxford Myths and Legends by Cyril Birch
George and the Dragon and a World of Stories by Geraldine McCaughrean

**Dragon Poems**

Evidence of Dragons by Pie Corbett
Dragonory by Pie Corbett
A Small Dragon by Brian Patten
Dragon Poems by John Foster and Korky Paul
Custard the Dragon by Ogden Nash

**Longer Dragon stories**

Lao Lao of Dragon Mountain by Margaret Bateson-Hill and Anna McQuinn
How to train your Dragon by Cressida Cowell
The Dragons of Wayward Crescent by Chris d’Lacey and Adam Stower
The Reluctant Dragon by Kenneth Graham and Inga Moore
The Case of the Wayward Professor (The Dragon Detective Agency) by Gareth P. Jones
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader by C.S. Lewis
The Dragons Dentist by John McLay and Martin Brown
The Book of Dragons by E Nesbit
Dragons at Crumbling Castle by Terry Pratchett
No Such Thing as Dragons by Philip Reeve
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J K Rowling
Dragonology - The complete book of dragons by Dugald Steer

Dragons for older readers!

Dragon Racer Trilogy by Margaret Bateson-Hill
Young Samurai- The Way of the Dragon by Chris Bradford
The Flight of Dragons by Peter Dickinson and Wayne Anderson
The Last Dragon chronicles by Chris d’Lacey
Dragon Rider collection by Cornelia Funke
The Dragon Whisperer - The Dragonsdome Chronicles by Lucinda Hare

Seraphina by Rachel Hartman
The Wizards of Earthsea by Ursula Le Guin
Tehanu by Ursula Le Guin
The Other Wind by Ursula Le Guin
Dragonriders of Pern series by Anne McCaffrey
Eragon by Christopher Paolini
The Hobbit by J R R Tolkien